
SENIOR QUALITY 
ASSURANCE ENGINEER
Connecting Software is looking for a Senior QA Engineer. Could that be you?
For this position, you can be based in Portugal (Madeira), and you must speak 
English. Please, read the entire announcement and be aware that all our 
processes are in English, and keep in mind this is not a remote job.

Interested in learning more? Here is what we are looking for, but with 
some level of flexibility:

+2 years of experience as a QA Engineer (juniors are also welcomed!)+2 years of experience as a QA Engineer (juniors are also welcomed!)
Knowledge of C#, .NET framework, and SQL
Selenium Framework or other automation frameworks
Familiarity with CI/CD

Curious to know how your day shall be like? Check out your Job Scope:
You will be performing quality assurance testing activities to ensure the You will be performing quality assurance testing activities to ensure the 
applications and products and/or releases are in compliance with the Quality 
Assurance standards of the organization.
Develop test plans, test scenarios, test cases, test data with automatic testing 
in mind for different types of testing activities.
Implementation and execution of both manual and automated test cases, 
capture test results, test metrics, and report them.
Build automated processes for testing to improve quality and throughput.Build automated processes for testing to improve quality and throughput.
Improvement of APIs user-friendliness by giving constant feedback to 
development team members.
Identification and tracking system defects. You will perform root cause 
analysis of the defects and work with the Development Team to resolve them.

To cope with that, we need you to have some required skills:
Be comfortable working with distributed version control systems and 
project management tools (GIT or similar). - Strong knowledge of 
software QA methodologies, tools, and processes.
Good knowledge of Agile Testing methodologies (BDD, TDD).
Familiarity with Virtualization tools and VM management (HyperV or Familiarity with Virtualization tools and VM management (HyperV or 
similar).
Familiarity with Cloud providers (Azure or similar).
Solid knowledge of scripting.
BS/MS degree in Computer Science, Engineering or a related subject

Finally, in terms of Finally, in terms of soft skills, it would be nice if you have the ability to 
organize and perform tasks, teamwork, proactivity, an eye for detail, and, 
last but (absolutely) not least, good English communication skills.

If you feel like you are a fit for us, apply today with your resumé and 
motivation letter in English (documentation in other languages will not be 
considered).

Send your CV to office@connecting-software.com 
& tell us why you’re the one to work with us!& tell us why you’re the one to work with us!

If you want to learn even more about us, 
we kindly invite you to reach out to us 
or to access our social media channels! 
We are waiting for you!


